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As the sun begins to set in east Kansas, the Ekholm
family continues harvest to get their wheat crop out
so they can get their double crop of soybeans planted.
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Dear Great Silver Fleet,
One of the themes of this year’s Gleaner®
Roadshow and newsletters has been using smart
management to deal with the uncertain farm
economy. This can range from increasing uptime
to getting more efficiency from the harvesting
process. But it’s not just harvest. Getting more
from your crops includes which crop or crops
you begin with. For some farmers, the answer is
growing two crops for harvest each year.
In this issue, we’re going to take a deeper look
at double cropping. We’ll also look at recent
cropping developments and trends, the economic
justification for double cropping and what it
means for your combine and operation to pull out
two crops from the same field each year.
Every farmer is looking for that extra idea, edge
or margin wherever they can find it and one
place we can suggest you look is our new 2018
Gleaner models. They have been updated, are
available and priced to give your harvest optimum
performance and results. Make sure you’re talking
to your dealer about what the 2018 models might
mean for your operation.
Most sincerely,

Caleb Schleder
Gleaner Combines

Lewis Unruh takes a bin sample to check for sample
quality and moisture. The grain is still too wet but the
sample quality looks good.
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Double Take or Double Trouble?
The decision to double crop is
rarely taken lightly. There is a
large amount of risk and the
timing has to be perfect. Yet, for
the lucky ones that do pull it off,
there’s a reward in the form of
mid-season cash flow, hedging
against the instability of a single
crop and in more than a few
cases, a substantial profit.
"Well, we try to
find the windows
when we don't
have
a
crop
growing and for
a while we've
grown
two
years of wheat,
stacked wheat
and then corn
and
then
soybeans,”
says
Jason
Unruh,
who
farms with his

father Lewis outside of Peabody,
Kansas. "We are getting away
from the stacked wheat a little
bit just because of the price."
In other situations, between the
two wheat crops, the Unruhs
have also grown sunflowers
and sunn hemp mixed. In that
instance, their main goal was to
use up some excess moisture that
would come in the summer.
The
tall-stripped
wheat stubble just
doesn't dry out
and
wheat
doesn't really
like too much
moisture in
the fall.
D o u b l e
cropping
is a numbers
game. The key
to it, assuming you
grow wheat and
beans, is to proceed
when corn prices
are depressed
and wheat
prices

are higher. There are a few
efficiencies that come from
double cropping–for example,
many farmers will spray their
wheat fields following harvest
to reduce future weed pressure.
If that farmer plants beans
instead, he may spray once
when the beans have emerged
and then rely on the canopy to
shade out future weed growth,
saving
him
from
further
application.
"I think in our operation it’s a
way to help spread costs over
more acres because you're
harvesting another crop," adds
Lewis Unruh. "For planting cover
crops or double crops: with a
double crop you maybe get a
chance to harvest some and get
an income, where a cover crop
you’re just hoping to get benefits
the next year with the benefits
that cover crops provide."
The ability for soybeans to
fix
nitrogen
also
creates
an
advantage
for
future
plantings. Additionally, tillage
requirements to get a wheat
to bean field to a workable
seedbed for the next season are
reduced when compared to a
corn crop. While the previously
noted efficiencies are all good
things, the number one reason
to double crop is added profit.
So, in that spirit, let’s take a
look at some numbers:
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BY THE NUMBERS

“
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We ran two sets of numbers on either side of the
I-70 split, owing to the differing yields, risks and
opportunities depending on which side of the
interstate you’re on.

Whenever you can have
more harvested acres then
you are spreading out your
machinery costs, that can be
an advantage. You're going
to be spraying something
to keep the weeds down all
summer so you might as well
be growing something there
to help keep the weeds down.
I suppose machinery costs is
probably the big advantage.”
Jason Unruh, Peabody, Kansas

One analysis shows an advantage of double
cropping but doesn't quite capture the risk based
on geography. Double cropping has no margin for
error. Late maturing wheat can delay planting. So
can weather—late spring rains can make the field
impassable, causing further delay.

Eastern Kansas

Central Illinois

Single Crop

Single Crop

Corn, 80 bu. yield at $3.34/bu.

Corn, 200 bu. yield at $3.50/bu.

Revenue

$267.20/ac.

Revenue

$700.00/ac.
$100.00/ac.

Seed Cost

$30.94/ac.

Seed Cost

Planting Cost

$15.00/ac.

Planting Cost

Fertilizer Cost $46.00/ac.
Spray Cost $64.82/ac.

pre: $38.00 + $5.50, post: $5.82
+ $5.50

Harvest Cost (fuel and
machine)

$32.00/ac.

Tillage Cost (fuel and $16.00/ac.
machine)
Profit Before Land Cost $62.44/ac.
Double Crop
Wheat, 70 bu. yield at $3.60/bu.
Revenue

$252.00/ac.

Seed Cost

$12.00/ac.

Planting Cost

$15.00/ac.

Fertilizer Cost $53.00/ac.

90N $34.20, 35P $13.30 + $5.50

Spray Cost

fungicide: $10.00 + $5.50,
herbicide: $10.00 + $5.50

Harvest Cost (fuel and
machine)
Tillage Cost (fuel and
machine)

$33.00/ac.

$32.00/ac.
N/A

Soybean, 25 bu. yield at $8.50/bu.
Seed Cost

$213.00/ac.
$55.00/ac.

Spray Cost $27.02/ac.

post: $8.01 + $5.00 x 2

Tillage Cost (fuel and
machine)

N/A

Profit Before Land Cost $98.98/ac.
Single Crop Profit
Double Crop Profit

Fertilizer Cost $44.91/ac.

spring: $24.91, starter: $20.00

Spray Cost $64.82/ac.

pre: $20.94 + $5.50, post:
$20.82 + $5.50

Harvest Cost (fuel and
machine)

$32.00/ac.

Tillage Cost (fuel and $16.00/ac.
machine)
Profit Before Land Cost $263.67/ac.
Double Crop
Wheat, 70 bu. yield at $3.40/bu.
Revenue

$238.00/ac.

Seed Cost

$32.00/ac.

Planting Cost

$15.00/ac.

Fertilizer Cost $33.00/ac.

60N $22.00, 20P $11.00

Spray Cost $15.50/ac.

fungicide: $10.00 + $5.50

Profit Before Land Cost $107.00/ac.
Revenue

$18.00/ac.

$62.44/ac.
$205.98/ac.

Harvest Cost (fuel and
machine)
Tillage Cost (fuel and
machine)

$32.00/ac.
N/A

Profit Before Land Cost $110.50/ac.
Soybean, 30 bu. yield at $8.50/bu.
Revenue $255.00/ac.
Seed Cost/Acre

$60.00/ac.

Spray Cost $27.48/ac.

pre: $21.98 + $5.00 x 2

Tillage Cost (fuel and
machine)

N/A

Profit Before Land Cost $120.52/ac.
Single Crop Profit

$263.67/ac.

Double Crop Profit

$231.02/ac.
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The Ekholm family takes a break from harvesting for lunch. In addition to his family farm, Josh Ekholm also works
at the AGCO facility in Hesston, Kansas heading up engineering projects.
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Near McPherson, Kansas, farmer and Gleaner
engineer Josh Ekholm readies his fleet to get the
wheat harvested and the beans planted before
a storm blows in. The Kansas State University
grad studied the nuances of multiple crops before
working with his Dad to make it a large part of
their operation.
“It was pretty well-timed around the time I got done
with school at K-State. A few agronomy classes
there and probably more importantly, talking to
a lot of other individuals from other farms, one’s
with other backgrounds from Nebraska, Kansas,
Oklahoma, and a lot of guys experiment with
different things as a way to generate more money,
grow better crops, try different seed varieties,
tillage operations, no-till, chemical—you name it.
So, it was a lot information, a lot to take in at that
time and we just tried to see what we could take
and apply it to our farm and see if we could make
some money,” says Josh Ekholm.
The Ekholms start planning two or three years
before they go into rotation and rotate around
25% of their wheat crop every year to double crop
soybean, followed by either milo or full season
soybeans and they eventually get back into wheat
the following year. During that process, they’re also
thinking about their tillage practices.
“We don't want to leave ruts in the field if we’re
harvesting when it's wet,” explains Josh. “We don't
want to leave any grain out there. We don't leave
volunteer wheat or anything like that.”
The fields slated for rotation are first on their list
when they start harvest every year. As each of
the rotation fields is taken off, the conditions are
monitored for planting. If conditions are right,
they’ll take a break and plant for a few hours while
the moisture content is ideal.
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There are technical harvesting concerns with a
double crop. You have to have good control of
the residue spread in order to have good planting
conditions. Any crop loss out the back will become
potential weeds competing with the emerging
beans. In the fall, the short season beans will set
lower pods, creating a challenge to get the entire
crop in.
When it comes to double cropping, all combines are
simply not the same and frankly, some combines
that may have acceptable performance in large
grains can struggle with smaller ones. One reason
for this is that wheat threshes and separates with
less consistency than corn. With the crop heading
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into the processor with a large amount of material
other than grain, grain can thresh and release at
various points on the rotor and cage. This can create
problems when it comes to setting and maintaining
that setting on the cleaning system. There’s also
the issue of cost. Some combines require significant
prep to change between crops and the time and
accessories can weigh on the bottom line.

Josh and his dad, Richard Ekholm, dig down in a seed trench to see
if seed is getting placed in a band of moisture. In this sometimes
unpredictable climate, finding enough moisture to get a crop started
is crucial.
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Another concern is residue management. Today’s
harvested straw can either help or hamper the crop
that will soon follow it. According to the Ekholms,
residue actually depends a lot on the wheat itself. Since
the Ekholms have pretty dry and brittle straw, it makes
the job of chopping a little bit easier. But this year the
focus shifts to how even the spread is.
Another element high on the Ekholms priority list
is reducing loss. Every lost kernel is another weed
competing for moisture and nutrients.
“With Gleaner, it's not very difficult to get to zero loss,
especially out of the rotor with wheat. It does a nice
job,” says Josh Ekholm “It’s pretty hard to actually get
rotor loss where we are. We worry a lot less about grain
sample in those areas but really, it has not been a tradeoff at all this year. The combine’s done an excellent job.”
When it comes to settings, Josh advises to take your
time and get it right. “So, I start off with the chaffer
wide open, sieve pretty well closed if it's a little harder
threshing. With the fan, you know in our combine, you
can run wide open on the choke. So no loss—that's
important for us because anything that's volunteer
where we are double cropping is a weed.”
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The Gleaner combine has some real advantages in a
double cropping situation. First, the Gleaner’s cleaning
system meters all crop falling from the rotor through
distribution augers and accelerator rolls regardless
of where the crop falls from the rotor cage. For this
reason, the crop always falls at the front of the shoe
and is one of the reasons Gleaner achieves such high
performance in wheat. This system also allows for very
low losses—meaning less grain will fall out the back and
become a weed later on.
“What we really like about our Gleaner is that it's
light," says Jason Unruh. "With no-till we're obviously
not ripping or anything like that so compaction is a big
concern. If we have a lighter combine, we have not as
hard of a tire track to plant right into. Sometimes there's
a rain, sometimes there's not between wheat harvest
and planting. So that hard track is really a big concern.”
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It’s really the combination
of the DynaFlex® and the
Gleaner combine together.
Being able to feed the crops
headfirst into any machine is
going to improve the efficiency
of that machine. In a Gleaner,
where the crop never changes
direction once it comes inside
the machine, it just makes
it that much more efficient.
That
means
great
fuel
consumption. I harvested all
day yesterday and didn’t need
to fill up— still at 25% tank
after a 12-hour day. That's
pretty efficient fuel usage.”
Josh Ekholm, McPherson, Kansas

Gleaner combines require little, if any, changes
to switch between crops and the simple design
reduces the time and expense of keeping the
combine harvesting—two crucial elements
when working with the tight schedules and
margins of double cropping. Gleaner’s residue
system allows for specific tuning of both the
straw and the chaff to help create the best
possible residue conditions to plant into later.
“It’s easy to change crops—change a belt or
two on a sheave for different speeds, change a
few settings and change headers,” says Lewis
Unruh. “The way the Gleaner is designed, there
aren’t major changes to be made when you
change crops. We’ve had good luck on all the
crops we combine with that machine. Any time
that you're dragging less weight around the
field, the lower compaction and you burn less
fuel to drag that weight around the field. All of
that can increase your bottom line.”
One of the best features of a Gleaner in a double
crop situation is the feeding system that allows
you to start harvesting earlier. Because the
crop is fed directly into the rotor and impacts
the concave rather than the twisting and
shifting action of some competitive designs,

the Gleaner can get in fields earlier and stay
out later without the dreaded whitecaps of
under threshing.
Finally, an incredibly important part of using
a Gleaner in a double crop operation isn’t the
combine but the header. The DynaFlex header is
designed to perfectly feed the Gleaner’s natural
flow feeding system. It sends in a flat and even
wheat mat, heads first, for easier and more
complete threshing and allows for the taller
straw many double cropping farmers want.
The extended degree of travel allows the
DynaFlex to get those low bean pods in the fall
and the design manages both the beans and
the wheat straw with ease.
Double cropping is not for everyone but the
advantages a Gleaner gives in double cropping
can also be enjoyed in any crop. Whether you
want to make a faster switch from corn to
beans or want less loss in your wheat crop,
the Gleaner design delivers optimum harvest
performance like no other.
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